
We make flexible staffing 
and job management easy!
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The Provide apps have been approved by the 
Apple Store and the Google Play Store. 

The approval is not only for listing in the various 
stores but has also been approved in terms of the 
new privacy and location settings in IOS on Apple 
devices and also in Android on other phones and 
devices. 

Search for Provide

International App Approval
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Provide creates flexible staffing and 
workforce management solutions to 
engage all types of workers and to 
manage and execute jobs successfully.

We are a SwaP (SaaS with a Purpose) business. We 
want to enable workers and underemployed to find 
suitable, flexible work that will increase value to 
SMEs, enabling best outcomes for all.  

Provide allows for flexible work to be planned, 

managed and delivered and for all types of 

workers including volunteers, managed in the same 

platform.

Provide allows for key stakeholder relationships to 

connect, enabling trust and transparency.

 

Company Overview

apps

services

the Provide 
ecosystem

Traditional Worker and Employer models
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Initial Focus - The Events and Meetings market

We can use our platform to manage most 
businesses and give great improvements 
and advantages to those businesses. 

But we are initially marketing  to the 
Events industry as we have a high level 
of competency in our team to solve the 
problems that Events have. 

Events Industry Problem 
 

• Poor stakeholder engagement
• HR silos slow down events
• Slow, inaccurate and inefficient needing 
multiple systems to manage staffing, 
communications, scheduling, payroll, 
onboarding and timekeeping
• Budgets are decreasing with increasing 
costs
• Low scalability for profits
• Current tools are only optimised for 
offices 

Events Industry Solution 
 

• High stakeholder engagement
• Eliminate HR silos 
• Fast, accurate and efficient 
combined systems to manage 
staffing, communications, 
scheduling, payroll, onboarding and 
timekeeping
• High scalability for profits
• Current tools are optimised for 
offices and remote admin working on 
phones or devices. 
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Our Value Chain
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Provide allows businesses to Plan work, Assign work and 
induct workers, Manage jobs in realtime, and Report 
using powerful software tools. This enables businesses 
to manage jobs in a lifecycle with a flow of information 
that continuously creates value.  
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Our Value Chain

      Draft and publish jobs with simplicity

      Match and offer jobs to workers with accuracy of information

      Hire workers with greater transparency

      Deploy and monitor jobs with agility and visibility

      Complete work with high levels of worker accountability

      Summarise hours and pay workers with ease

      Access and develop reports with transparency

      Plan work with greater knowledge and visibility.
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Our Value Chain
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Our Applications - your tools

Sign up at Provide.nz Download the app
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How it works for Businesses
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The Worker App + The Provide Web Portal

How it works for Businesses
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How it works for Workers
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The Worker App

The Provide Worker app

Provide offers businesses simplicity with our 
worker app. 

IOS and Android apps allow your workers to see shifts, respond 

to messaging and accept job contracts. You notify and your 

workforce responds - all on the fly. When a job is Live, track worker 

location in the cloud through web based dashboards. Changes to 

shifts or job detals are communicated through app notifications. 

Provide empowers and enables you to build a mobile and agile 

team, streamlining your business efforts and simplifying how work 

is done.

Through the app:

• Confirm jobs at any time and accept with just one click - workers get 

notified for many jobs and only fill out their application once

• Create engaging forms, inductions and questionnaires and encourage 

user participation with video and media rich job applications.   

• Workers organise their Calendar and easily monitor when and where 

their jobs are

• Timesheets - Automated notifications encourage punctual 

submissions and prompt approval 

• Workers communicate directly with businesses and submit any issues 

through the app

• Track workers movements on your admin app in realtime - see multiple 

jobs simultaneously 

• If workers leave the job - the timeclock stops with geofencing - only 

pay for when your workers are on the job. Live checkins connect each 

device ID to a worker profile. 

• Maintained and built on native platforms
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Applicant tracking and assigning work

Every worker relationship starts with completing their profile on the app. 
Easily show matched workers based on worker profiles.

Create and choose 
• As soon as you create a draft job, our algorithm matches 

workers from our database and are visible for you to create 

a shortlist for work planning. 

• We cover legal requirements with our signup forms, signed 

in-app by the workers. 

• Offer jobs and induct workers directly with your workplace 

and H&S requirements as part of the application process. 

Induct and build

• Capture essential worker information up front - 

no more chasing. See the relevant Certifications, 

Licenses or qualifications for workers whenever it 

is required.  

• Workers will automatically receive a reminder 

to fill in any incomplete application forms or 

questionnaires. 

Provide Web portal
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Work planning

You are tasked with assigning workers to different functions,  
work times and locations. Access our tools to plan your work.

Worker Search

• Finding the right workers through filters and 

our Provide AI algorithm.

• Only available workers with the desired 

function are invited – no arbitrary distribution. 

• Select by rating, experience, certifications 

and function with no surprises. 

Planning

• Create shifts at differing rates or type of 

renumeration when required.

• Inform workers directly from planning via push 

message in the app.

• Eliminate planning conflicts

• Create new functions or shifts at any time.

Simplify communications

No need to worry if your workers are getting your messages - your web client  pushes notifications 

and messages directly to your workforce. Everyone communicates through the same channel.   

Provide Web portal
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Manage jobs/shifts/teams

Simplify your contracting needs and save time 
and money with Provide.

Worker availability

We link directly to worker calendars so 

that you can have access to workers 

on-demand, when you need them and 

for the duration you need them for.

Build Teams for specific jobs and 

duplicate past jobs and offer the same 

Teams similar future jobs.

Assign internal staff as Admin to 

manage jobs and workers with roles 

and permissions.  

Client portal

Access your workers’ profiles with your 

own client portal. and create talent pools 

to cater to your specific needs. 

Ensure your jobs are up to date and post 

jobs when suits you. 

Transparency

With our tools, manage your workers 

more efficiently, see where your workers 

are, create timesheets and payroll, 

communicate changes adjust shifts and 

job requirements on the fly. 

Provide Web portal
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Realtime management

See all your Active jobs in realtime. See estimates of wage budgets. 
See where your workers current location is. See an audit trail for 
workers in realtime. Know exactly how many workers are onsite. 

Liveview

Our Liveview function enables you to track 

workers where this might be necessary for 

safety or accountability reasons. Know where 

your staff are while the shift is active. Tracking 

turns off when the shift is complete. 

Audit trail

Worker and admin history is 

captured throughout the entire 

job. See what happened and 

when it happened on your job or 

worksite. 

Job Summary

Compare planned vs Actual hours 

and know what your estimates are 

for wage budgets as you plan the 

work. Stay informed as we update 

data in a runtime environment.

Incident reporting

Workers can report incidents that happen 

and capture the information through the 

Provide app where it can then be reported 

back to the manager or employer for active 

Health and Safety management.

Provide Web portal
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Provide Web portal

Automated timesheet submission

Automated notifications calculate and update giving you clear information to 

approve hours worked, rates and relevant payment information, and our web 

client and worker apps Provide workers the tools to submit hours directly to 

you at the close of each job. 

Using our application, workers can clock in and out via mobile. To ensure 

accurate time reporting, our system registers a worker’s physical location—

so you can verify before approving. Its also accessible via desktop and our 

convenient mobile app, which restricts talent clock-ins to a specific vicinity 

of the work location. 

Payment

Provide can manage the full payment solution for your business. We issue 

you the invoice for work, you pay Provide, and we manage payments to all 

the workers. Job done.

Tax & Statutory payments

Provide in association with HNRY.co.nz offers full payment 

and regulatory forms to our workers. The payment for these 

services are funded by Provide in terms of the Big Deal.

Geofencing

Define the work boundaries on a map with our geofencing 

function. workers can clock in once the app knows they are 

in the right location. 

When they leave the location - they will automatically get 

clocked out and timestamps are recorded accordingly..

Automate timesheets + payments
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Provide Key Benefits
Our focus in developing Provide has been to create transparency between workers and businesses, 
engaging committed workers. We create a connection with workers and use our apps to gain visibility 
into worker preferences and schedules - leading to better information around engagemen and job 
management.

1. You can determine worker availability by day or by week

2. We create a single funnel to engage workers 

(Contractors or Employees or Volunteers)

3. Efficient management of Workers/Shifts/Jobs 

(Customisable)

4. We enable accurate time and piece data to be 

recorded

5. Accurate financial controls from building budgets to 

final performance  

6. Transparency of all aspects of worker engagement 

(including customisable company policy and procedure 

sections)

7. Workers and businesses are rated on the platform

8. Renumeration is simplified for workers and businessess

9. Workers’ basic aptitude/performance are known before 

engagement

10. Training and engagement information (including Health 

and Safety) can be preloaded into the platform

11. Information on Workers/Jobs/Shifts Cost Centre can be 

customised and downloaded

12. Communications are centralised between workers and 

employers

13. Workers are informed in real time through Push 

Notifications

14. Our Activities Centre manages and records every event 

in each shift

15. An open API that can integrate into your current systems
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Worker benefits

Worker App:
• Create a profile including
• availability, skills,  

history, education, 
certificates,

• licenses and skills. 

Worker Training:
• Receive notifications
• App based 

questionnaires
• Send to groups
• Send by location
• Send job offers

Worker Assist:
• Confirm upcoming jobs
• Navigate to location
• Check-In to worksite
• Attendance timer
• Location tracking 

Worker Mana:
• Receive ratings
• Earn badges
• Showcase skills/licenses
• Your work history
• See your earnings
• Jobs invite you

Workers are empowered through the apps.
 
Workers update their availability, when and where they want to work, and 
collaborate around shifts and job requirements with your admin through 
the apps. You can easily assign and manage workers and shifts, and use 
native apps to send push notifications, create work geofences, automate 
timesheets and more. Workers clearly understand their job requirements 
and they always know what they are doing and where they are meant to be.
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Curating a sense of mana
for Workers

About Us
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 Our Values



 

Trust
At Provide we believe that trust is 

the most important element of any 

relationship. Provide builds trust by 

doing what we say we will do and by 

doing the right things. Trust is hard-

won, and easily lost. 

Relate
We build transparent relationships 

that are characterised by a 

shared purpose to create the best 

solutions for our customers, our 

society and our world. 

Work differently
We don’t just view companies as clients, 

or people as candidates. We are thought 

leaders who have a unique and collaborative 

approach on building solutions for the future.

Our Values



He aha te mea nui o te ao
       What is the most important thing in the world?

     He tangata, 
                     he tangata,  
                                    he tangata!
               It is the people, it is the people, it is the people!
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The idea for a flexible work management platform 
was borne from our past experience in managing 
large events and the difficulty of trying to engage 
and manage flexible workers in a very tough work 
environment. 

The job required management of hundreds of staff, across multiple 

roles and locations. Managing staff in such a chaotic environment 

is very difficult. The same problems happened year after year, with 

issues around planning, placing staff, managing payroll, and just trying 

to track down whether staff were even on site. 

We were blowing out on time, and we had little real knowledge about 

whether or not we were overpaying hours or if the timesheets filled 

out by temporary staff were even valid. The problem was very real and 

there was no obvious solution with our budget.

We were constantly presented with the same pressures to deliver 

the events successfully by many stakeholders including council, 

police, event owners and more. While we always succeeded in overall 

delivery, we were burning through staff, dealing with many personnel 

issues, and always struggled to manage our differing types of staff and 

staffing contracts or agreements.

Our Story  

Kevin’s story was formed over a number of roles here and abroad, 

including International finance. These roles were always about 

maximising revenue opportunities and enhancing value. The episodes 

always meant he had to be clear of the objectives for those involved.  

“I have always believed that people make companies, and that 
poor leadership and bad management break them. The balance 
between organisations and those that work within them being 
treated with an equality of respect will always create exceptional 
results. Organisations that have the greatest potential are those 
that ensure that these principles and practice are never far 
apart.”

As Ranui and Kevin shared their knowledge and passion for staff 

management, recruitment, finance and business development, the 

Provide team was born in 2019  and began to pool their resources to 

build the solutions for work management, labour supply, events and 

gatherings. 



Kevin Christie 
CEO -Leadership, Finance, Strategy

Kevin is an executive who brings practical wisdom, financial 
clarity and strategic direction to an organisation in a clear no-
nonsense style. Kevin brings extensive experience in leading 
strategic, operational and financial plans, leading the delivery 
of services to diverse regions and geographically dispersed 
communities. This experience will enable International 
expansion to take place under his strong leadership. 

Ranui Samuels 
CTO - Technology, Product, Innovation

Ranui is an entrepreneurial creative and an analytical problem 
solver who works to bring out the best in those around him. 
He brings experience in building tech-savvy solutions for 
web and mobile, and draws from a diverse background in 
events, fashion, retail, design and web. He is passionate about 
using technology to create innovative solutions and tools for 
business and staff management. 

 

The partners have a wide range of experiences and abilities, but are centred in their 

strong entrepreneurial spirit, passion for improving the lives of others, and a desire to 

truly effect positive change through their beliefs and actions.  

We are based in 

Tauranga, New Zealand 

in the Bay Of Plenty 

region. 

You can contact us in business 
hours on 0800 4 PROVIDE  
( 0800 477684 ), or send us 
any queries at info@provide.nz 
or drop us a line on the form on 

our website at www.provide.nz.

    

Our Team  
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“Labor markets around the world have not kept pace with rapid shifts in the global 

economy, and their inefficiencies take a heavy toll. Millions of people cannot find work, 

yet sectors from technology to health care cannot find people to fill open positions. 

Many who do work feel overqualified or underutilized. 

           McKinsey - A LABOR MARKET THAT WORKS

“
Notes from McKinsey  -  Online Labour Platforms
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“The growing use of online talent platforms may begin to address these problems—

and even to swing the pendulum slightly in favor of workers by empowering them with 

broader choices, more mobility, and more flexibility. 

           McKinsey - A LABOR MARKET THAT WORKS

“
Notes from McKinsey  -  Online Labour Platforms
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“We believe there is potential for online talent platforms to create real macroeconomic 

impact in the years ahead—and as these technologies continue to evolve, they may 

change the world of work in ways that we can only begin to imagine today. 

           McKinsey - A LABOR MARKET THAT WORKS

“
Notes from McKinsey  -  Online Labour Platforms
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#letsgetworking
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